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iUniverse, United States, 2008. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.The game, CyVire, is more than that. It is a means of survival, a new way of
life. Living on the boundary of reality and technology, CyVire s truth remains hidden to the
conscious world believed to be nothing more than an online game. It s the hidden truth of CyVire
that gives new strength to Ashley as she reclaims the life that was drained from her and faces the
challenges of combining tradition and technology to redefine the vampire. Compelled by instinct
and the unforgotten mortal emotion of love, Ashley finds herself struggling for the existence of her
binding vampyric mate Clay. The evolution of this mythic creature comes from the improbable aid
of Dr. Lang, a broken spirited geneticist and his enigmatic counterpart, a youthful prodigy who
hides behind Gothic pop culture. Together they recreate the future of the vampire with Nanomite
technology and an online gaming arena called CyVire. CyVire evolves into more than a game; it
develops into a hunting ground, a way of life and an afterlife for Ashley s victims. It also gives rise to
Ashley s...
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The book is not di icult in read through better to recognize. It really is writter in straightforward terms instead of confusing. I am happy to inform you that
this is actually the finest publication i actually have read in my individual daily life and may be he best book for possibly.
-- V a ler ie Hea ney-- V a ler ie Hea ney

These kinds of publication is everything and got me to looking ahead of time and much more. it absolutely was writtern extremely completely and
valuable. Your way of life period is going to be enhance when you full looking over this ebook.
-- Dr . Lessie Mur phy IV-- Dr . Lessie Mur phy IV
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